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After the 100-yearseriesof the aa indicesis described,two resultsare set forth. The general

trendof the activityvariationpermitsus to forecasta very-lowlevelof intensity(3-4 in Ap
units for the yearly values) during the next solar minimums (this finding would be of interest
in magnetospheric.studies),and the annual variation of the activity is definitely proved.

In a previous note [Mayaud, 1971] we de- observatory is really efficient for the averages
scribed the possibility of characterizingthe of two or four 3-hour values of the aa indices.
Figure 1 illustratesagain, in a slightly differmagnetic activity at the earth's surface by
ent
way, the first point. It representsfor 1961
using the K indicesof two antipodal observatories. Here we present some results from a the variations of the am and aa indices,the aa
100-ybarseries.One result permitsus to fore- index being computed from Hartland and Toocast the intensity of the magnetic activity; the langi. In this diagrama value is plotted for each
other result is a clear confirmation of the an3-hour interval, which is the running mean for
nual variation.
12 hours. The similarity of the two curves is
Let us recall the basis of such an index. The
quite impressive.However, looking closer one
main characteristic of temporal variations of can see many differencesin details. Such differmagnetic activity is random occurrence.However, any statistical study of these variations
reveals some daily or yearly variations. Two
variations are of importance' the daily variation in local time with a night maximum and

encesare larger with the 3-hour values themselves.;conversely,they becomemuch smaller

with{hedailyvalues.
Thusthelinearcorrela-

tion co.efficientbetweenthe daily valuesof the
am and aa indices is equal to 0.988 for 1959the annual variation with a maximtim in each
1967; it is equal to 0.994 and 0.998 for the
hemisphere at the summer solstice. Then by monthly and yearly values, respectively.
The am index, basedon five groupsof observusing two antipodal observatoriesboth variations should be approximately canceled,and a atories in the northern hemisphereand three
planetary characterization may be reached. in the southern, is evidently more reliable for
The Greenwichand Melbourne observatories, the 3-hour indices. For example, supposethat
of the variation
observed
at one
roughly antipodal, have worked simultaneously the amplitude
sincethe end of 1867, and have been superseded of the aa observatories is near a border line of
by the Abinger-Hartlandand Toolangi observa- the K scale [Mayaud, 1967a, p. 10]. The result
tories respectively.We shall definethe index aa obtained for the aa index would be rather dif(a is antipodal] by the average,for each3-hour ferent if the variation would reach the other
interval, of the K indicesof these two observa- side of the border line. In this case,an increase
tories after the transformation
of K into amof 1 in K would correspondto an increaseby
plitudes in gammas.We called them am' pre- a factor of 2 at the stage of the transformation
viously [Mayaud, 1971] and pointed out that of K into amplitudes in gammas.Clearly, the
(1) the differencesbetween the am [Mayaud, am index is not so sensitiveto sucheffects.But,
1968] and aa indices, which are sometimesof as soon as one deals with averagesfor •/• day,
importance for the 3-hour values, decrease 1 day, or longer periods of time, both indices
rapidly whenthe averagesof two, four, or eight seem to be very near to each other. Conse3-hour values are considered,and (2) the can- quently, the aa index can be a useful tool for
celationof the daily variation at eachantipodal obtaining reliable information for a long series
of years.
We determined

Copyright @ 1972 by the American Geophysical lJnion.
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Fig. 1. Running means for 12 hours of the 3-hour values of am (top) and aa (bottom). The
beginning of each month is indicated by numbers 1-12.
observatories

for

records

that

had

not

been

measuredpreviously.To obtain a homogeneous
seriesof data and especiallyto prevent any contamination of the data by the Sq variations, we
remeasuredthe records of the years for which
the quality of the already publishedK indices
was insufficientin that respect. Thus we have
a really homogeneousseries of K indices for
1868-1967 for each of the two antipodal observatories.However,the seriesfor the southern
observatoryis still provisional,becauseall the
gapsin the recordshave not yet beenfilled.We
hope to finish the series soon, but the results
presentedin Figure 2 are sufficiently reliable
for a first discussion.

Figure 2 showsthe running meansfor I year
of the monthly values of three indices: the Ap
index (1932-1967), the Ci index (1884-1967),
and the Aa index (1868-1967). (The daily
values of Ci have been transformedinto amplitudes in ga•mmasby using the table of equivalence proposed by Barrels.) The relation of
Aa to aa correspondsto the relation of Ap to
ap; let us'remember ap -- 2 •/. To plot also
the 9-year Am index that we have would be of
little interest. We shall later use another way
to comparethe Am index with the Ap, Ci, and
Aa indices.In Figure 2 the yearly ratios of the
activity intensity at the two aa observatories

tering of the yearly ratios is partly systematic
with the site changesof the observatories.A
correctionwill have to be applied. In this sense,
also, these aa values are provisional.
The well-known 11-year cycles appear with
each of the three indices.The arrows,indicating
the epochsof the maximumsand minimumsof
the sunspot numbers, show, however, that a
poor correlation, especiallyfor the maximums,
existsbetweensucha solarindex and the magnetic activity. This fact hasbeenalready stressed
by Barrels [1932].
The various curves differ in many details. To
some extent, Ap looks more like Aa than Ci
does,especiallyfrom 1937.to about 1944. However, the rangeof variation of Ap is much larger

thanthat of Aa; the same
•'difference
appears
between Am and Ap [Mayaud, 1970]. Another
systematic difference appears between Aa and
Ci during the four first common minimums.
Such a difference, an absolute minimum occurring soonerwith Ci, reveals the qualitative
character of this index. After the beginningof
the minimum period observershad a tendency
to characterizeany small perturbation by a too
high C value. The chief differencebetween Ci
and Aa is, however, the variation of the minimum levels, which appears quite large with the
Aa index but is almost entirely maskedwith the

are alsoplotted.A certainScattering
appears; Ci index.For instance,
the activityI•velsduring
the amplitude, however, is of the same order of
magnitqdeas that of the annual variation of the
mean monthly ratios (we shall comment on this
annual variation later). Furthermore, the scat-

the minimums

of 1944-1945

and 1954-1955

are

3 times the activity level during the minimum
of 1901-1903 with the Aa index, whereas with
the Ci index the activity levels are only in a
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Fig. 2. Runningmeansfor 1 year of the monthlyvaluesof Ap (1932-1967),
Ci (1884-1967),
and Aa (1868-1967).
Upwardpointingarrowsindicatemaximumsunspotnumbers;downward
pointing arrows indicate minimum sunspotnumbers.The yearly ratios (bottom) and the
annualvariation of the mean monthly ratios (left) are alsoplotted.

ratio of 4 to 3. Furthermore, the envelopeof the

This result is of great interest, becausefrom it
Aa minimums
hasa shapemuchmoreregular we can forecast a significant decreaseof the

activit•levelin the nextsolarminimums.
The
is notasclearonthe aa maximums,
partlybe- yearly intensity should reach values as low as

than that of the Ci minimums. This variation

causeof their very complexand varied shapes; 3 or 4 in Ap units, as was the case for 1901the rangeof variationof aa is alsonot as large; 1903. Consequently,the conditionsfor mapping
i.e., it is smallerby a factor of 2.

When onelooksat sunspotcurvesfor a long
series, such as that of Chernosky and Hagan
[1958] for 1700-1957,the similarityin the general trendsof the sunspotactivity duringseven
or eight l 1-year cycles and the trend of the

the main field by means of satellites will be
highly favorable, because the observed field

will be extremelynear the main field for long
time intervals,i.e., severalweeks.Also,the quiet
magnetosphere
couldbe exploredat lengthwithout any drastic change, and its complexity

minimumsof the Aa indexfor the periodunder might be better understood.
considerationis quite impressive.The level of
Evidently, the validity of sucha quantitative
the magneticactivity is much lower during forecastrelieson the accuracyof the aa indices.
minimumsof low sunspotactivity cyclesthan Figure 3 illustratesthat point again in relation
duringminimums
of highsunspot
activitycycles. to the Am index. For 1959-1967the scattering
,
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diagramsof the monthly values of the indices
Ap, Ci, and Aa are plotted as a functionof the
monthly valuesof the Am index.If one accepts
the fact that the Am index givesa reliableestimation of the intensity of the activity (this

during the coming low sunspot activity cycles
the magnetic activity will again reach very-low
yearly values.Furthermore, one could say that
before 1959 the level of the activity is better
estimatedwith the Aa index than with the Ap

index is based on observatories well distributed

index. For a discussion of some defects of the

in longitudeand latitude in both hemispheres), Ap index see Mayaud [1967b, 1970].
The annual variation of the magneticactivity
it appearsthat the scatteringis much smaller
with the Aa index than with the other indices.
has been recentlystudiedby Wu/• [1971]. FigThis scattering is so small that one can assert ure 2 illustrates a result obtained from the
that the monthly value of the Aa index gives 100-yearseriesof K indicesat the two antipodal
practically the same answeras the Am index stations. As we are relatively confident in the
in the whole range of variation (5-25 in ap reliability of the scalings,whatever the level of
units). During the minimum of 1901-1903,Aa the activity, we give the mean monthly ratios
(southern hemisphere to the northern hemiyearly values reached values lower than 3 in
ap units. It is therefore quite probable that sphere) of the activity intensity. The annual

Fig. 3.

Monthly values for 1959-1967.
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variation looks like an almost pure sinusoidal
The Editor
thanks S.-I. Akasofu and M. Suwave. A harmonic analysisof the ratios gives
giura for their assistancein evaluating this report.
an amplitude of 0.116 and 0.011 for the two
P•EFERENCES
first harmonics,and the standard deviation of
the differencesbetweenobservedand computed Barrels, J., Terrestrial magnetic activity and its
ratios is 0.025. Therefore

the second harmonic

is not significant,whereasthe first one clearly is.
The maximum

of the first harmonic

occurs on

December23, quite near the Decembersolstice.
Finally, the statistical test, describedby Chapman and Barrels [1940] and used to compare
the annual variation observedin each year with
the annual variation of the 100-year series,results in a value of 97.98. (The value would be
100 if all the 100-year annual variations were
exactly in phase.) Such an annual variation,
then, is extremelystable in phase.
Consequently, the existence of the annual
variation of the magnetic activity in middle
latitudes, first pointed out by Mcintosh [1959],
is definitelyproved.Its meanamplitudein each

hemisphereis about 10%, whereasthe amplitude of the semiannualvariation is about 24%.
The semiannualvariation appears on the aa
indices with the same amplitude, but the annual variation is practically canceledthrough
the use of the two antipodalobservatories.
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